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SBPS MIDDLE SCHOOL TECHNOLOGY GUIDE 
2020-2021 

 
Welcome to the 2020-2021 school year! Here in the Middle School, we know that technology 
can be a great aid to learning and are proud to be a one-to-one school with every middle school 
student receiving a Stanley BPS Chromebook each year. Please use the following handbook for 
information about appropriate use, Chromebook norms, a family media plan, care for one’s 
Chromebook, and information for families about next steps and responsibility, should the 
Chromebook be damaged, lost, or used inappropriately. 

Acceptable Use Policy & Web Content Rules 

CONTENT RULES 
Students must follow these rules regarding content on their Chromebooks. If a student is found 
with content that violates these policies, the student will face disciplinary consequences. These 
consequences may include, but are not limited to: losing access to the Chromebook, and for 
repeated offenses, suspension or more serious consequences. Students should not use their 
Chromebook to stream music, movies, tv shows, etc. unless explicitly instructed by a teacher. 
Students should only use headphones for audiobooks and educational videos and must do so with 
a teacher’s permission. Any photos taken and viewed by students should be school appropriate. 
YouTube cannot be used at all during school hours, except with permission from a teacher for 
school-related work. 

iBOSS FILTER 

Student Chromebooks will have the iBoss filter implemented, which limits what they are able to 
access while at school and at home. We will be in touch as soon as this is activated.  

Many websites are already blocked; however, you should know that the iBoss filter has yet to be 
installed just yet. Please plan to monitor your child’s Chromebook use.  

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY 
The Acceptable Use Policy that is part of the parent-student handbook applies to the 
Chromebook. That policy is replicated here: 

Students are expected to abide by the generally accepted rules of network etiquette. These 
include, but are not limited to, the following: 

●   Be polite. Do not swear or use rude, disrespectful or other inappropriate language. 
●   Do not reveal your or others’ address, phone number or other private information. 
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●   Stanley electronic mail (email) is not private and may be reviewed at any time by 
school staff for any reason. Messages relating to or in support of illegal activities may be 
reported to the authorities. It should be used for academic purposes only.  
●  Be economical with your time online. Do not use the school network in such a way 
that you would disrupt the use of the network by other users (e.g. downloading large files, 
sending mass email messages). 
●  Do not deliberately access material with inappropriate or questionable content. 
●  Do not make deliberate attempts to disrupt the computer system or attempt to gain 
unauthorized access to this system, including attempting to logon through another 
person’s account. 
●  Do not download software unless explicitly requested to do so by a teacher. 
●  Promptly tell your teacher, or other school employee, of any message you receive that 
is inappropriate or makes you feel uncomfortable.  

  
CHROMEBOOK NORMS 
The following list provides students with the expectations that Middle School teachers have for 
appropriate use of the Chromebook: 

Students will: 
● close all windows not pertaining to the current class at the start of class. 
● turn off sounds and notifications during class time. 
● only take photos or videos with the teacher’s permission. 
● only use Chromebooks during class. 
● only use YouTube videos for academic reasons while on campus. 
● only play teacher-approved games on their Chromebooks while at school. 

  
CARE OF YOUR CHROMEBOOK 
It is important that students take care of their Chromebook. It is a learning tool, and they will be 
unable to learn with a broken Chromebook. Please also remember that Middle School 
Chromebooks belong to Stanley BPS. Students are borrowing Chromebooks from Stanley. 

Specific care policies: 
●  Students need to bring a fully charged Chromebook and charger to school every day 
●  Students should label their computer and charger with their first name or initials. 
●  Students should keep their Chromebooks free of stickers. 
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ZOOM NORMS 
In the event we need to go online, we will have norms for Zoom classes that we will ask all 
students to follow, so we can make the most of the online learning experience.  
 

1) Be present. 
● As when you are at school, while in class, please keep your cell phone and other devices 

away. In addition, please keep other tabs or applications closed during class, as it will 
keep you focused on being present in class and may help your computer run more 
smoothly. 

● Please be on time to class, even logging into Zoom a couple minutes early. 
● Please try to have all your materials for class (papers, books, calculator) in advance of the 

session starting. 
● Have your Chromebook or device charged, as Zoom can use up lots of battery power. 
● Please have a neutral, non-distracting background (avoid the fancy Zoom backgrounds). 

 

2) Be respectful. 
● When in Zoom classes, mute yourself except when you are speaking, when you are called 

upon by a teacher, or when you are in a small group discussion in a breakout room that 
the teacher has allowed for free-flowing conversation. 

● If you have a question, use the raise hand feature or chat feature in Zoom. As when we’re 
at school, listen and respect others’ opinions, participate actively, and give thoughtful 
feedback. Do not use all capital letters when typing in the chat box; it indicates you are 
yelling, which is not appropriate for class, in-person or online. 

● Try to attend class from a workspace free from other home distractions.  
● Please have your video on in class, unless the student has communicated with the teacher 

and received permission  

 3) Be patient. 

● Don’t worry if you have tech issues; we understand things happen. If you get logged out 
or are having technical difficulties, try to log back in, and if that doesn’t work, email your 
teacher. If you can’t get back in, check Google classroom after class and get in touch with 
your teacher.  

 
Please see the following page for the Middle School family technology agreement for both 
students and parents/caregivers to sign. 
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MIDDLE SCHOOL FAMILY TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENT 
 

I, __________________________________________________ will: 
  (student name) 

- Take care of the device I’m using and tell my family if it is broken, lost or stolen 
- If my device is lost, stolen or broken, my family agrees to pay the replacement cost of 

$250 
-  Not create accounts or give out any private information -- such as my name, birthdate, 

address, phone number or photos – without my family’s permission 
- Not use my phone while at school without express permission from a teacher 
- Not use my phone during home learning when in synchronous Zoom classes 
- Not share my passwords with anyone other than my family. I will ask my family to help 

me with privacy settings if I want to set up accounts or profiles 
- Tell a family member or trusted adult if anyone makes me feel pressured, uncomfortable, 

or acts inappropriately toward me online 
- Not bully, humiliate or upset anyone online – whether through sharing photos, videos, or 

screenshots, spreading rumors or gossip, or setting up fake profiles – and I will stand up 
to those who do 

- Not post anything that could harm my reputation; I know whatever I share online can 
spread fast and far 

- Help my family set media time limits that make sense, and then I will follow them 
- Be mindful of how much time I spend in front of screens, and I will continue to enjoy the 

other activities – and people – in my life 
- Talk to my family about what media I use, what I do online and answer any questions 

openly and honestly 
- Tell my family if I’m struggling with media use, have made a mistake online or need help 

In exchange, my family agrees to: 

- Recognize that media is a big part of my life, even if they don’t always understand why 
- Talk with me about what worries them and why before saying “no” 
- Talk to me about my interests and embrace my world, including helping me find media 

that is appropriate and fun. 
 
 

_________________________________                           _______________________________ 
       Student Signature, date                                                      Parent/Caregiver signature, date 


